
Minions (Dec. 8th) Since the dawn of time, Minions have served (and 
accidentally eliminated) history's most despicable villains. After their latest 
explosive mistake leaves them without an evil leader, theMinions fall into a 
deep depression. With the tribe on the brink of collapse, three unlikely heroes 
-Kevin, Stuart, and Bob - embark on a journey to find a new big boss. When 
their quest leads them to their next potential master, Scarlet Overkill 
(Academy Award winner Sandra Bullock), our three heroes must face their 
biggest challenge yet: saving all of Minionkind...from annihilation! Universal
Inside Amy Schumer: Season 3 Amy's making it a threesome-of seasons, that 
is - as her smash hit series returns for a third round of the kind of taboo - 
smashing, internet - braking, wildly original comedy that can only be found 
Inside Amy Schumer. Paramount
War Pigs Disgraced World War 2 Army Captain Jack Dosick (Luke Goss) is 
given the opportunity for redemption when asked to lead a rag-tag unit of 
misfits known as the War Pigs to capture a Nazi developed Super Weapon the 
V3, a massive artillery cannon that would give the Nazis an insurmountable 
advantage against the Allies. With the help of Captain Hans Picault (Dolph 
Lundgren), a German Anti-Nazi serving with the French Foreign Legion and 
Colonel AJ Redding (Mickey Rourke), a battle hardened WW1 veteran, Jack 
must train, lead and earn the respect of his new squad to become a 
functioning reconnaissance unit. In this gung-ho war adventure, a disgraced 
pair of WWII officers (Mickey Rourke and Dolph Lundgren) recruit a rag-tag 
squadron to undertake a suicide mission crossing enemy lines to retrieve a 
Nazi super-weapon Cinedigm
The Hunting Ground From the makers of The Invisible War comes a startling 
expose of sexual assault crimes on U.S. college campuses, their institutional 
cover-ups and the devastating toll they take on students and their families. 
Weaving together verite footage and first person testimonies, the film follows 
the lives of several undergraduate assault survivors as they attempt to pursue 
- despite incredible push back, harassment and traumatic aftermath - both 
their education and justice. Starz/Anchor Bay
Huevos: Little Rooster's Egg-cellent Adventure Eggs-perience a fun-filled 
adventure that will crack up the entire family! Rolo is a teenage rooster who's 
more than a little chicken. When an evil rancher threatens his home and 
family, Rolo is determined to rise to the occasion. Together with a dozen of his 
egg friends, Rolo hatches a plan to save the day - and the farm - in this 
smile-making, full-length animated feature. Lionsgate
Under The Dome Season 3 In Season 3 of Under the Dome, the line between 
friend and foe continues to blur. After a life-changing experience in the 
tunnels beneath the town, the people of Chester's Mill are trying to move on. 
But the arrival of a new resident and an opportunistic corporation prove that's 
not going to be easy. As the Dome's purpose begins to unravel, it becomes 
clear that some won't make it out alive. Paramount
Dragon Blade When corrupt Roman leader Tiberius (Adrien Brody) arrives 
with a giant army to claim the Silk Road, Huo An (Jackie Chan) and his group 
of trained warriors teams up with an elite legion of defected Roman soldiers 
led by General Lucius (John Cusack) to maintain the delicate balance of power 
in the region. To protect his country and his new friends, Huo An gathers the 
warriors of thirty-six ethnic nations together to fight Tiberius in an incredible 
epic battle.Lionsgate
Zoolander Clear the runway for Derek Zoolander (Ben Stiller), VH1's 
three-time male model of the year. His face falls when hippie-chic Hansel 
(Owen Wilson) scooters in to steal this year's award. The evil fashion guru 
Mugatu (Will Ferrell) seizes the opportunity to turn Derek into a killing 
machine. It's a well-designed conspiracy and only with the help of Hansel and 
a few well-chosen accessories like Matilda (Christine Taylor) can Derek make 
the world safe for male models everywhere. Paramount
Hannibal Season 3 The third season in the Hannibal series centers on the 
complex relationship between Will Graham andHannibal Lecter. Hannibal has 
fled to Italy along with his psychiatrist, Dr. Bedelia Du Maurier. The beginning 
of the season shows the relationship they are presenting to the public and the 
ease Hannibal has in filling another man's shoes - literally - in order to play his 
part well. Yet old habits never die and Hannibal has continued doing what he 
does best. Killing people and making them into meals worthy of his 
consumption, or arranging them in artistic ways, reminiscent of his past as Il 
Mostro, the Monster of Florence. Will Graham, who has not succumbed to his 
wound, awakens in a hospital, unsure of himself and his surroundings. He even 
sees Abigail Hobbs, whose throat Hannibal had slit in the finale of the second 
season,Mizumono. It is later revealed that Abigail has passed on and Will is 
simply hallucinating her existence. Jack Crawford has also made an 
astonishing recovery and while things may seem to have gone well for him, he 
is still just as dedicated to bringing the Chesapeake Ripper to justice. 
Lionsgate
Partisan On the edge of a crumbling city, 11-year-old Alexander (Jeremy 
Chabriel) lives in a sequestered commune, alongside other children, their 
mothers, and charismatic leader, Gregori (Vincent Cassel). Gregori teaches the 
children how to raise livestock, grow vegetables, work as a community - and 
how to kill. As Alexander nears his first job as an assassin, he begins to 
question the ways of the commune, particularly Gregori's quiet but 
overpowering influence. Threatened by Alexander's increasing unwillingness 
to fall in line, Gregori's behavior turns erratic and adversarial toward the child 
he once considered a son. With the two set dangerously at odds and the 
commune's way of life disintegrating, the residents fear a violent resolution is 
at hand in this Sundance award-winning thriller. Well Go
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